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Abstract: Recently, interest in DC networks and converters has increased due to the high number
of applications in renewable energy systems. Consequently, the importance of improving the efficiency of the hybrid converters has been highlighted. An optimal control strategy is a significant
solution to handle the challenges of controlling the hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk converter. In
this article, a modern-optimization-methods-based PWM strategy for a hybrid power converter is
developed. In order to improve the performance of the hybrid converter, four modern optimization
algorithms—namely, Manta ray foraging optimization (MRFO), Marine Predators Algorithm (MPA),
Jellyfish Search Optimizer (JS), and Equilibrium Optimizer (EO)—are employed to minimize the input
current ripple under different operation scenarios. The results of the proposed modern optimization
algorithms have shown more efficient converter performance and balanced power-sharing compared
with conventional strategies and the literature on optimization algorithms such as Differential Evolution (DE) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). In addition, the results of all operation cases
presenting the proposed optimal strategy successfully reduced the input current ripple and improve
the performance of power-sharing at the converter compared with the conventional methods.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Recently, the problem of energy resources has increased due to the price fluctuation
of fossil fuels and the need to decrease greenhouse gases. Therefore, attention toward
electrification of many industrial processes or equipment such as vehicles has elevated to
reduce the consumption of fuels [1–4]. In addition, power distribution networks equipped
with renewable energy sources or microgrid systems have been introduced as a solution to
improve the power network quality by reducing power loss and air pollution compared
with conventional centralized power generation [5–7]. A DC distributed power network has
the benefit of avoiding and minimizing different AC problems such as frequency fluctuation
and low power factor. In addition, renewable energy sources and many new electrical
loads such as laptops are considered DC sources and loads [8]. In the last few years, there
has been an increase in the interest to improve the efficiency of DC converters to improve
device and network performance. Recently, a hybrid converter consisting of a Boost and a
Cuk converter has been introduced as a powerful and efficient converter for applications
in a low-voltage network [6,7]. The hybrid converters have the benefit of generating a
low-ripple current based on the former switching strategy. However, the hybrid converter
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depends on duty cycles to minimize the input current ripple. This process is to achieve the
same voltage gain by an optimal duty cycle combination. The task of determining the best
duty cycle combination is complex and challenging. In this paper, modern optimization
algorithms have been tested and employed with a pulse-width modulation strategy for
controlling the hybrid converter. The proposed optimal models in this work are introduced
to improve the hybrid converter performance by minimizing the input current ripple
using modern optimization algorithms. The optimal control model aims to minimize
the ripple current results to reduce the dissipation and heat in the circuit. The optimal
combination between the duty cycles was found in this work by using modern optimization
algorithms, namely, Manta ray foraging optimization (MRFO), Marine Predators Algorithm
(MPA), and Jellyfish Search Optimizer (JS), and Equilibrium Optimizer (EO). In general, the
MRFO, MPA, and JS algorithms are bioinspired optimization algorithms. The basic idea of
MRFO, MPA, and JS are inspired by the intelligent movements of intelligent activities and
movements of manta rays, ocean predators, and jellyfish, respectively, to create optimization
strategies. MRFO was proposed by Weiguo Zhao et al., in 2019 and MPA and JS were
proposed by Faramarzi et al., and Chou and Truong in 2020, respectively. In addition,
the EO was proposed by Faramarzi et al., and was inspired by the control volume mass
balance model [1–4]. The results of the proposed optimization algorithms indicated a more
efficient converter and balanced power-sharing compared with conventional strategies and
the literature on optimization algorithms such as Differential Evolution (DE) and Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) [6,7].
1.2. Literature Review
Modern electric devices such as photovoltaic panels and microprocessors in a computer require different voltage levels to operate their components; DC/DC converters are
used to provide this required value [1]. The power converter is used to regulate and change
the voltage level between the input to output with a wide variety of values. For example,
photovoltaic panels and energy storage systems such as fuel cells provide a low output
voltage (10–40 volts) but the photovoltaic inverters require at least 200 V. In photovoltaic
applications, the DC/DC converter employs Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM-based) stepup or boost topology to increase the voltage. The PWM technique aims to periodically
switch transistors for converter operation by comparing the reference voltage signal with
a carrier wave to generate the duty cycle [6,7]. The commercial solution for maintaining
good power density is to have both the DC/DC converter and the DC/AC inverter within
a single solution package. The researchers are working to improve the performance of the
DC/DC converter and the DC/AC inverter [1,6]. The power-electronics-based DC/DC
converters [1,6] and different converters successfully work together, such as the interleaved
boost converter. The interleaved converters are required to have the same voltage or duty
cycle to run parallel converters. Therefore, the parallel converters may not be operated
within the optimal operation region [1,6]. Therefore, the hybrid converters were introduced
by [6,7] as a solution to operate the converters within their optimal operation region by
selecting zero-input current ripple. The hybrid converters have independent duty cycles for
all converters and selecting the optimal combination between the duty cycles is a complex
task. In this article, a technique for a hybrid interleaved converter is developed to maximize
the performance of the converter by reducing the input current ripple and optimising the
duty cycle.
In general, researchers have focused on using common popular metaheuristic algorithms such as DE [6] and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [4–6] for solving different
optimization problems; for example, PSO was used to improve the interleaved boost converter performance in [9]. Modified PSO algorithms are employed to improve the capability
of the interleaved boost converter in [10,11]. In addition, the DE was introduced in [12,13]
as an optimal solver to find the optimal design for power converters. The PSO and DE
algorithms are used to control converters [9–13] in different aspects such as the type and
topology of the converter, the specific converter application, and the objective function.
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Recently, the importance of developing and employing modern metaheuristic optimization
algorithms to solve complex engineering problems has increased. For example, Manta ray
foraging optimization (MRFO) [1,12] and Jellyfish Search Optimizer (JS) [4,13] have been
employed in a wide range of applications. In this work, MRFO, MPA, JS, and EO are used
and employed to find the optimal combination between the duty cycles.
1.3. Contributions
Determining optimal duty cycles for converters is a complex and challenging task.
Therefore, it is significant to develop and employ flexible and powerful optimal controllers
to securely operate the converters. In this work, a PWM strategy by utilizing four modern
metaheuristic optimization algorithms (MRFO, MPA, JS, and EO) is discussed for the
improved hybrid interleaved Boost–Cuk converter by providing the optimal operation
modes. The main contributions of this work are listed below:
I.

II.

III.

IV.

Modern-optimization-methods-based PWM strategy is proposed for improved performance of the hybrid power converter by operating them within optimal operation
modes. An objective function is discussed to find the optimal duty cycle and to
minimize the input current ripple for balanced power-sharing between converters.
Modern metaheuristic optimization algorithms (MRFO, MPA, JS, and EO) are employed to find the optimal operation mode for the converter and improve the converter performance under different desired voltage gains. A comprehensive comparative analysis of the application of the proposed modern optimization algorithms
and the common optimization methods from literature for improved performance
is presented.
Evaluation of the impact of main parameters of the hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk
converter such as the input voltage and switching frequency variations on the performance of the hybrid converter and the optimization control strategies is presented.
The proposed modern optimization algorithms solve the complex optimization problem for the hybrid converter with low computational cost compared with the other
methods used in the literature.

1.4. Outline of Paper
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the system description and the model
topology are introduced; then, the optimization process and algorithms are presented
in Section 3. The results of the proposed optimization models are discussed and compared in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents and discusses the conclusions and potential
future works.
2. System Description: Hybrid Interleaved Converter
This section introduces the configuration and system description of the hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk converter considered in this article. Figure 1 presents the hybrid
converter under study as presented in [6,7]. The hybrid converter consists of the classical
Cuk and conventional Boost converters. In the hybrid converter, the power switches and
input source are designed in the same way for both Cuk and Boost converters. Hence,
both converters (Cuk and Boost) have the same input voltage and the output of the Cuk is
connected to the load and then to the boost converter, as shown in Figure 1. In addition,
the Cuk side generates a negative level of output voltage compared to the Boost. Therefore,
the voltage gain with the hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk is larger than with two Boost
converters. As previously discussed, and presented in [6,7], the hybrid converter can be
operated with different duty cycles for the Cuk and Boost converters giving an additional
degree of freedom to the hybrid converters.
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Figure 1. The hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk converter.

The optimal performance can be selected by choosing the optimal duty cycles that
provide input current ripple and are equal to zero [6,10–13]. The input current ripple of the
hybrid converter is dependent on different variables such as the input voltage, inductance,
inductors current, and capacitors’ voltage. In general, the design and operation of the
hybrid converter are well-presented in the literature [6,7], the hybrid converter’s voltage
and current output are straightforwardly expressed as follows [6,10]:
Vout = Vin

d2
1
+ Vin
1 − d1
1 − d2

(1)

Vout
(2)
r
where Vout and Vin are the output and input voltages, respectively; and d1 and d2 are the
duty cycle of transistors 1 and 2, respectively. The output current, iout , is calculated based
on the load resistance r. In the PWM strategy presented in [6] for the hybrid converter,
the duty cycle of the converter for transistor 2 is assigned as d = d2 , and the duty cycle of
transistor 1 is considered as d1 = kd, where k is a duty-cycle-based factor. The factor k is
determined from the duty cycle where the input current ripple is equal to zero, d0 , and this
relationship is calculated by
1 − d0
k=
(3)
d0
iout =

This paper aims to investigate the operation of the hybrid converter based on the
PWM strategy [6,10–13], in which the hybrid converter can choose the ripple current equal
to zero for the duty cycle. In order to find the optimal duty cycle d and the factor k, an
objective function is presented and used [6,7] to minimize the input current ripple. The
current ripple, irip , for both possible cases (d > d0 and d < d0 ) can reach a maximum
value within two different periods ((1 − d) Ts and (1 − kd) Ts , as described in the following
equations. The irip1 and irip3 will be during the period (1 − d) Ts and irip2 and irip4 will be
during the period (1 − kd) Ts [6,10–13].
Vin Ts
(1 − d − k l d ), d > d0
l2 − k l

(4)

irip2 =

Vin Ts
(k l − kd − k l kd), d > d0
l2 k l

(5)

irip3 =

Vin Ts
kd(1 − d − k l d), d < d0
l2 − k l

(6)

Vin Ts
d
(k − kd − k lk d), d < d0
l2 k l (1 − kd) l

(7)

irip1 =

irip4 =

where Ts is the switching period for transistors and is equal to the inverse of the switching
frequency f sw ; k l is a factor determined based on the ratio between the values of inductor
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1 l1 and inductor 2 l2 in the circuit. In order to minimize the highest input current ripple,
an objective function is designed in this work [6,7] by considering the operational cases
(d > d0 and d < d0 ), as described in Equation (8).
min f (d, k )
d, k ∈ R



=

f 1 (d, k ) ,
f 2 (d, k),

d > d0
otherwise

(8)

where f 1 (d, k) and f 2 (d, k) are described as follows:

f 1 (d, k ) =

f 2 (d, k ) =

irip2 , irip2 > irip1
irip1 , otherwise

(9)

irip4 , irip4 > irip3
irip3 , otherwise

(10)

subject to

g≤

0<d<1

(11)

0<k<1

(12)

d
1
+
≤ g+t
1 − kd 1 − d

(13)

where g is the desired voltage gain and t is the permissible tolerance (t is considered as 1%
of g). In addition, a penalty function presented by [6] is employed in this work to guide the
search for feasible solutions.
3. The Proposed Optimization Algorithms
Optimal operation of the hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk converter requires the minimization of input current ripple by selecting the optimal duty cycle. As described in
Section 2, there are two operation cases under different switching periods. The objective
function, as described in Equation (8), is designed to minimize the highest input current
ripple by considering the operational cases (d > d0 and d < d0 ). In addition, the proposed
optimization process, as shown in Section 2, includes a number of constraints related to
the desired voltage gain, switching time, and the permissible values of d and k. Modern
optimization algorithms—namely, MRFO [12], MPA [14], JS [13], and EO [15]—are developed and employed in this work to find and achieve the optimal general duty cycle, d, and
the optimal value of the factor k. The proposed modern optimization algorithms solve the
complex optimization problem for the hybrid converter in the simplest way with a low
computational cost.
3.1. Equilibrium Optimizer (EO)
The Equilibrium Optimizer (EO) was proposed by Faramarzi et al. [15]. The EO
is inspired by the control volume mass balance model. The EO algorithm utilizes the
estimation process for both the dynamic and equilibrium states as inspiration to find an
optimal solution. The EO algorithm is compared to 58 benchmarked functions in [15] and
compared to common and recent methods such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) methods. The results showed that the EO achieved high
performance and outperformed the common methods for all 58 optimization functions.
In EO, the search area is randomly generated to solve the objection function, as shown in
Equation (14).
pinitial
= pmin + rs ( pmax − pmin )
(14)
s
where pinitial
is the initial generation vector for the sth particle (s = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k), pmax
s
and pmin are the maximum and minimum dimensions, rs is a random vector, and k is the
number of particles in the population. The search area is updated with respect to the best
solution location, where each particle (solution) is connected to a position and acts as a
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→

→

search agent based on exponential term q and random vector λ in the interval [0,1] at time
→
t, as presented in Equation (15). In order to control the exponential term q , the constant
term z1 is used.
The direction of searching (exploration and exploitation) is also affected

by the sign

→

→

c − 0.5 , where c is a random vector between [0,1]. The updated searching
→

position of each particle p is presented by Equation (16).

→
 →
→
−λt
q = z1 sign c − 0.5 e
−1
→

p =

→
peq

→
→


→ →
→
H 
+ ps − peq q + → 1 − q
jB

→

(15)

(16)

→

where ps is the generation vector for the sth particle and peq is the best solution location.

→ 
→
In order to achieve a global search process, the →H 1 − q is applied based on turnover
jB

→

→

→

rate ( j ), the exponential term ( q ), and the generation rate ( H ), and B is considered as a
limitation unit. In the EO algorithm, the particles (solutions) are similar to the position
of particles in PSO. The EO uses the mass balance equation (cost function) to present the
physical process of controlling the mass, which involves finding the optimal solution and
determining the next moving step. The EO algorithm showed a powerful performance
and outperformed the different standard and advanced algorithms in [15] over different
optimization and engineering problems.
3.2. MRFO, JS, and MPA Algorithms
The Manta Ray Foraging Optimization (MRFO), Marine Predators Algorithm (MPA),
and Jellyfish Search (JS) are bioinspired metaheuristic optimization algorithms. MRFO
was proposed by Weiguo Zhao et al. [12] in 2019 and MPA and JS were proposed by
Faramarzi et al. [14] and Chou and Truong [13] in 2020, respectively. MRFO algorithm
applies the intelligent activities and movements of manta rays to find food as the inspiration
to find an optimal solution through three strategies, namely, chain, cyclone, and somersault.
Figure 2 shows the solving optimization problem process for the MRFO algorithm. In
MRFO, the initial population and search area with M size of the population are randomly
generated based on Equation (17).
pi (t) = pl + rand( pu − pl ), i = 1, . . . , M

(17)

where pi (t) is the initial generation vector for the t iteration, pu , pl are the upper and lower
dimensions of the problem space. Then, the fitness of each individual is calculated based
on a determined cost function f, as follows:
f i = f ( pi )

(18)

Then, the search area is updated with respect to the best solution location (pbest ) and
the rand value. If the rand value is less than 0.5, the cyclone foraging technique is used, as
presented in Equation (19). Otherwise, the chain foraging technique is used as shown in
Equation (20).

p i ( t + 1) =

prand + r ( prand − pi (t)) + β( prand − pi (t)) f or i = 1
prand + r ( pi−1 − pi (t)) + β( prand − pi (t)) f or i = 2, . . . , N


p i ( t + 1) =

pi (t) + r ( pbest − pi (t)) + α( pbest − pi (t)) f or i = 1
pi (t) + r ( pi−1 − pi (t)) + α( pbest − pi (t)) f or i = 2, . . . , N

(19)

(20)
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where α and β are weight coefficients; r is rand number in [0,1]; and prand is a random
position, which is randomly produced in the space. This process will be repeated until the
maximum iteration is achieved.

Figure 2. The MRFO algorithm procedures.

The basic idea of MPA and JS are also inspired by the intelligent movements of ocean
predators and jellyfish, respectively, to create foraging strategies. The JS algorithm is
motivated by the behaviour of jellyfish [13]. The natural movements of jellyfish in the
ocean, which are divided into current motions and swarm motions, are described as the
basic moves to achieve the optimal solution using JS algorithm. In addition, the JS algorithm
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includes a time control mechanism to switch between these movements until it achieves
the optimal solution. The main steps for solving optimization problems by using the JS
algorithms can be summarized as follows [13]:

•

•

•

•

•

Step 1: Defining the objective function and initialising the population: the cost function
needs to be selected in this step, Equation (8). In addition, the size of the population
and number of iterations need to be selected to generate a random population (solution)
within the domain.
Step 2: Determining the food quantities for the jellyfish. In this step, the searching
process is started. At each iteration, the objective function is solved as a fitness function
for the population; then, the best location (solution) is selected as the reference position.
Step 3: Searching step under a time control mechanism: the moving strategy towards
the next step to finding the optimal solution depends on the algorithm’s inspiration
(jellyfish movement). However, individuals in the population will be updated at each
iteration based on the current position and the best position for the population. Here,
for each iteration, a time control function is determined as a random value between
0 and 1 to regulate the searching process. The time control function value is compared
to the constant value and if the time control value is larger than the constant time
value, the ocean current moves are determined the next step move; otherwise, the
swarm motions will take the lead to select the next movement.
Recalculate the quantity of food (cost function value) by solving the objective function
at the new position and determine the best location where most of the food (best
objective function result) is available. Here, the iteration will be updated.
Step 4: Previous steps are repeated by recalculating the quantity of food (solving cost
function value with the new solving position) until the maximum number of iterations
is achieved.

The basic idea of MPA is inspired by the intelligent movements of ocean predators
to create foraging strategies [14]. The main steps for solving optimization problems by
using the MPA algorithm are summarized in Figure 3. Firstly, the search domain, which is
uniformly distributed, will be chosen based on Brownian motion for the prey. Secondly, to
move towards the optimal solution, the new position will be selected as the minimum value
of the fitness function (cost function). Then, the new position will replace the previous
solution. Here, the two searching strategies will be used (predator and prey locations) to
achieve the optimal solution with minimum movement and time. Finally, the previous
process will be repeated until the maximum number of iterations is achieved. In MPA, the
initial population pO is randomly generated based on Equation (21).
pO = pmin + rand( pmax − pmin )

(21)

where pmax and pmin are the upper and lower bound for the variables in the problem space,
and the rand is a random vector in the range of [0,1]. Then, the fitness of each individual
will be calculated based on a determined cost function. The search area is updated with
respect to the best solution location and velocity ratio. If the velocity ratio is more than
10, phase 1 is used, as presented in Equation (22). During phase 1, the prey technique is
applied with fast movement compared with the predator action. In this case, the best action
for the predator is to stay constant (not moving).
→

→

→

→

Si = rn ( Ei − rn Preyi )
→

→

(22)

→ →

Preyi = Preyi + P· r ·Si
→

→

where Si is the step size move, Ei is the fittest solution and called Elite matrix, Preyi is
→
→
the Prey matrix, rn is the vector of random numbers, r is vector random numbers within
[0,1], and P is a constant value. In case the velocity ratio is less than 10, phase 2 is used, as
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presented in Equation (23). In this phase, the predator and prey movements are applied;
further, the transition from exploration to exploitation will occur.
→

→

→

→

Si = rz ( Ei − rz Preyi )
→

→

→ →

Preyi = Preyi + P· r ·Si

(23)

→

where rz is random numbers vector based on Levy distribution. This process will be
repeated until the maximum iteration is achieved.

Figure 3. The MPA procedures.

Overall, the main aim of these modern optimization algorithms is to provide a powerful and alternative optimization approach for solving complex engineering problems
with a lower running simulation time. In general, the MRFO, MPA, and JS have a smaller
number of adjustable parameters compared with common optimization algorithms such as
DE and PSO [6]. The proposed modern algorithms (MRFO, MPA, and JS) showed powerful
performance and outperformed common algorithms in [1,4] over different optimization
and engineering problems.
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4. Simulation Results and Discussion
The main aim of the optimal control strategy is to minimize the highest input current
ripple under different operation cases. Firstly, the description of the experimental setup
and the parameters of the optimization algorithms are presented in this section. Secondly,
the performance of the modern optimal control strategies is compared with common algorithms from the literature in terms of the minimum input current ripple and convergence.
Finally, the proposed modern optimal controller is evaluated and tested under various
input voltage Vin , switching frequency f sw , and inductor value l2 . The main test setup
parameters for the hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk converter is presented in Table 1. The
hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk converter under study, as shown in Figure 1 and Table 1,
is proposed and developed as in [6,7]. This hybrid converter is a common and standard
model, which will help to compare the results with the literature. Firstly, to evaluate the
robustness of the proposed modern optimization strategies, the results in the following
section have been considered under different desired voltage gain g, ranging from 3 to
6. The parameters l2 , Vin , and f sw are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed
modern strategies. In this paper, the main parameters and configuration of the proposed
and common optimization algorithms are chosen and selected as the optimal values for
each one, as presented in Table 2.
Table 1. The main parameters of the hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk converter model.
Parameter

Value

Vin
d0
f sw
l2
l1
kl
r

20 volts
0.6
50 kHz
100 µH
66 µH
0.6666
60 Ω

Table 2. The main parameters of the optimization algorithms.
Algorithm

Parameters
Inertia coefficient inertia

PSO [6,7]

Number of search agents
Maximum number of
iterations
Acceleration coefficient
Weight factor

DE [6,7]

MRFO [12]

JS [13]

Recombination probability
Constant factor
Size of population
Maximum number of
iterations
Search agents number
Initial gravitational
constant
Size of population
Maximum iteration
number
Size of population
Maximum iteration
number

Optimal Value

Testing Range

Decreasing from 0.9
to 0.4 (linearly)
50

25–100

100

50–200

1 and 2

-

-

Randomly selected
(0.2 to 0.8)
0.2
10
50

0.1–0.4
5–20
25–100

100

50–200

50

25–100

100

50–150

50

25–100

100

50–200

50

25–100

100

50–200

-
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Table 2. Cont.
Algorithm

Parameters

Optimal Value

Testing Range

50

25–100

100

50–200

EO [15]

Number of search particles
Maximum number of
iterations
Generation probability
Constant values for
controlling exploration (a1)
Constant values for
controlling exploitation (a2)

0.5

-

2

-

1

-

50

25–100

100

50–200

MPA [14]

Size of population
Maximum iteration
number

4.1. Comparative Performance Evaluation
The results obtained from the proposed and common optimization algorithms for
the presented hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk converter model is presented in Table 3. The
performance of the optimization algorithms is evaluated by using different desired voltage
gains g. The main aims of controlling the voltage gain are to achieve the desired output voltage and then the minimum ripple current. In general, the proposed modern optimization
algorithms (MRFO, MPA, EO, and JS) outperform the common optimization algorithms
(DE and PSO) by achieving the minimum input current ripple irip in all simulations. In
addition, the proposed modern optimization algorithms provided the highest balance level
in power-sharing compared with the common algorithms [6]. For example, the current
ripple at g equal to 4.2 V and 4.8 V was reduced by 8.499% and 7.622% in JS method
compared with [6], respectively. The modern optimization methods achieve lower input
current ripple and higher control performance, as evident in Table 3. The summary of the
results is presented in Figure 4 by comparing the values of input current ripple overall
operational scenarios. The lowest input current ripple was achieved for all optimization
algorithms by using the voltage gain g equal to 3.166 V. In general, the input current ripple
value for all algorithms increases with the increase in the voltage gain value, g, for values
greater than 3.166 V.

Figure 4. The comparison of the input current ripple modern strategy results in different operation
scenarios for voltage gains g ranging from 3 to 6.
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Table 3. Comparative performance in terms of the reduction percentage in ripple current for the
proposed and common control strategies compared with [6] with different desired voltage gains g.
Optimization Method

g

%Reduction

g

%Reduction

g

%Reduction

g

%Reduction

DE

−8.0706

−7.29597

−1.48797

−1.48797

MRFO

−8.49989

−7.62114

−1.49299

−1.49299

MPA
JS

4.2

−8.49931
−8.49989

4.8

−7.6219
−7.62208

5.2

−1.49334
−1.49336

6

−1.49334
−1.49336

EO

−8.49961

−7.62197

−1.49336

−1.49336

PSO

−8.16299

−7.46834

−1.45342

−1.45342

In order to evaluate the proposed modern optimization controllers and compare them
with the common algorithms, convergence curves for three cases (g = 3.166, 4.4, and 6 V) are
presented in Figure 5. Convergence curves present the relationship between the generations
(iterations) and the value of the input ripple current. These curves help in investigating the
speed of optimization algorithms to achieve the optimal solution. Figure 3 shows that the
modern optimization algorithms (MRFO, MPA, EO, and JS) generate smoother convergence
curves and exhibit speedier responses compared with the common optimization algorithms
(DE and PSO). The results in Figure 3 present the modern optimization algorithms (MRFO,
MPA, EO, and JS) as more efficient and powerful algorithms compared with DE and
PSO [6,7] in terms of computational cost.

Figure 5. The comparison of the convergence results modern strategy for different operation scenarios
(a) g = 3.166 V, (b) g = 4.4 V, and (c) g = 6 V.
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4.2. Comparative Performance Based on Different l2 , Vin , and fsw
This section discusses the impact of the parameters of the hybrid interleaved boost–
Cuk converter (l2 , Vin , and f sw ) on the input current ripple and the modern optimal
strategies for different operation scenarios. Figure 6 presents the results of the modern
and common optimization algorithms over four operation cases (g = 3, 4, 5, and 6 V) with
two inductance values, l2 = 70 µH and 120 µH. The results in Figure 6 showed that the
increment in the value of l2 will lead to a reduction in the input current ripple, as also
described by Equations (4)–(7), for all algorithms. It can also be noticed from Figure 4 that
the proposed modern optimization algorithms outperformed the common DE and PSO
algorithms in all operational scenarios with different inductor values.

Figure 6. The impact of inductance l2 on the performance of the proposed modern and common
optimal strategies under different desired voltage gains g.

Figure 7 presents the impact of the input voltage Vin of the hybrid interleaved boost–
Cuk converter on the input current ripple. The results of the modern and common optimization algorithms over different voltage gains and two input voltage values, Vin = 15
V and 25 V, are presented in Figure 7. The results show that the increment of the input
voltage Vin will lead to an increment in the input current ripple, as also described by
Equations (4)–(7), for all algorithms. It is also observed that the proposed MRFO, MPA,
EO, and JS algorithms outperformed the DE and PSO in all operational scenarios with
different input voltage values. Table 4 presents the impact of the switching frequency fsw
on the input ripple current under the performance of the proposed modern and common
optimization techniques. The experimental results for the hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk
converter over different operational cases with fsw = 40 kHz and 60 kHz are presented in
Table 4. The results of hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk converter over different operational
cases show that the increase in fsw from 40 kHz to 60 kHz decreases the input current ripple
for all algorithms by 33%.
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Figure 7. The impact of input voltage Vin on the performance of the proposed modern and common
optimal strategies under different desired voltage gains g.
Table 4. The impact of switching frequency f sw on the performance of the proposed modern and
common optimal strategies under different desired voltage gains g.
Optimal
Algorithms
DE
MRFO
MPA
JS
EO
PSO
DE
MRFO
MPA
JS
EO
PSO
DE
MRFO
MPA
JS
EO
PSO
DE
MRFO
MPA
JS
EO
PSO

g

irip at fsw = 40 kHz

irip at fsw = 60 kHz

Decreasing %

3

0.09677
0.094553
0.094557
0.094553
0.094554
0.096301

0.065026
0.063036
0.063036
0.063035
0.063058
0.06452

32.80%
33.33%
33.33%
33.33%
33.33%
33.31%

4

0.956406
0.954838
0.95484
0.954838
0.954838
0.955922

0.637989
0.636559
0.636561
0.636559
0.636635
0.637497

33.29%
33.33%
33.33%
33.33%
33.33%
33.32%

5

1.739014
1.737055
1.737055
1.737053
1.737059
1.73768

1.162963
1.158036
1.158039
1.158036
1.158036
1.163944

33.12%
33.33%
33.33%
33.33%
33.33%
33.30%

6

2.286761
2.284509
2.284558
2.284512
2.284509
2.286232

1.530345
1.52304
1.523009
1.523008
1.523006
1.530253

33.30%
3.33%
3.33%
3.33%
3.33%
3.30%

4.3. Power Losses Anaylsis
The total power losses are calculated and presented in Table 5 for different input
voltages g. The total power loss values for all the proposed optimization algorithms
outperformed the common control model in [6]. The results clearly show that the proposed
optimization algorithms approximately reduced the power loss compared with [6] by
56.6%, 55.8%, and 51.5% for g equal to 4.8, 5.2, and 6 V, respectively. By comparing the
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power loss at different voltage gains, the power loss is increased with the increasing voltage
gain. In addition, the results showed that the proposed MRFO, MPA, EO, and JS algorithms
outperformed those in [6], DE, and PSO in all operational scenarios with different input
voltage values. In addition, the efficiency results obtained from the proposed optimization
algorithms and common controller [6] under different desired voltage gains, g. The total
efficiency for the hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk converter model has been improved by
using the proposed optimization algorithms compared with the common control model
in [6]. For example, the DE method improved the efficiency to 98% compared with [6] with
96.03% at g equal to 6, as shown in Table 6.
Table 5. The power losses of the proposed modern and common [6] optimal strategies under different
desired voltage gains g.
Optimization
Method

g

Power
Loss (W)

g

Power
Loss (W)

g

Power
Loss (W)

[6]

2.410892

4.307935

9.93078

DE

1.041898

1.950403

4.903349

MRFO
MPA

1.04409
4.8

1.044043

1.947715
5.2

1.947454

4.808277
6

4.80842

JS

1.044029

1.947445

4.807922

EO

1.044035

1.947445

4.807924

PSO

1.063008

1.988481

4.852875

Table 6. The total efficiency of the proposed modern and common [6] optimal strategies under
different desired voltage gains g.
Optimization
Method

g

Efficiency

g

Efficiency

g

Efficiency

[6]

98.45%

97.67%

96.03

DE

99.33%

98.93%

98.00%

MRFO

99.32%

98.93%

98.04%

MPA

4.8

99.32%

5.2

98.93%

6

98.04%

JS

99.32%

98.93%

98.04%

EO

99.32%

98.93%

98.04%

PSO

99.31%

98.91%

98.02%

5. Conclusions
This work presented modern optimization algorithms with PWM strategy for the
hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk converter. The proposed MRFO, MPA, EO, and JS algorithms
were employed to achieve the minimum input current ripple by finding the optimal duty
cycle. The robustness of the proposed algorithms was evaluated through the performance
of the hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk converter under different parameter values for the
inductor, voltage, and switching frequency. The proposed optimization algorithms (MRFO,
MPA, EO, and JS) outperformed the standard and common algorithms from the literature:
PSO and DE. The results show that the proposed optimization algorithms achieve lower
input current ripple under different operation scenarios with different voltage gains. Furthermore, the proposed algorithms provided a higher balance level of power-sharing based
on the minim ripple current and a lower computational cost compared with DE and PSO.
The robustness of the proposed algorithms was evaluated through the performance of the
hybrid interleaved boost–Cuk converter under different parameter values for the current,
voltage, and switching frequency.
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